Abstract-This paper presents a quantile based speech/noisedominant decision for wavelet based speech enhancement. In the proposed decision, the decision between the speech dominant and noise one is carried out using temporal quantiles for previous frames, and the influence of noise is reduced by subtracting the noise component. According to the decision, speech component is preserved in speech dominant, and noise is fully reduced in noise dominant. Therefore, the enhance speech reduces noise and speech distortion. Moreover, the proposed method also requires no speech activity detector or signal statistics. From the investigation of Itakura-Saito distortion measure, segmental SNR and listening tests, we show the proposed method is more effective than conventional method in reducing noise without introducing speech distortion.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a fundamental and important problem to reduce the noise in the field of audio signal processing, when the speech signal is corrupted by additive background noise. In the past, various approaches to enhance the speech quality by reducing the noise have been proposed [1] - [6] .
Wavelet based speech enhancement [4] - [6] is a simple denoising technique based on the thresholding of the wavelet coefficients. Wavelet based speech enhancement is motivated by following observations. One is that the decorrelating property of a wavelet transform creates a sparse signal: most coefficients are close to zero. The other is that noise is spread out equally over all coefficients, while speech plus noise are concentrated in only a few coefficients. Recently, the wavelet based speech enhancement without a speech activity detector or signal statistics was proposed [6] . In the method of [6] , noise component is estimated using temporal quantiles for previous frames. However, the enhanced speech by the method in [6] includes speech distortion since this method reduces not only noise but the weak speech component. Indeed, it is difficult to reducing noise without introducing speech distortion since there is a trade-off between noise reduction and speech distortion. Hence, it is required to represent the wavelet based speech enhancement scheme reducing noise without introducing speech distortion.
In this paper, we propose a quantile based speech/noisedominant decision for wavelet based speech enhancement. In the proposed method, the decision scheme in [3] is implemented with wavelet based speech enhancement. In the proposed decision, the decision between the speech dominant and noise one is carried out using temporal quantiles for previous frames, and the influence of noise is reduced by subtracting the noise component. After the decision, estimation of noise component based on [6] is carried out using the result of the decision. According to the decision, speech component is preserved in speech dominant, and noise is fully reduced in noise dominant. Therefore, it is expected that the enhanced speech of the proposed method reduces noise and speech distortion. Moreover, the proposed method also requires no speech activity detector or signal statistics. From the investigation of Itakura-Saito distortion measure, segmental SNR and listening tests, we show the proposed method is more effective than conventional method in reducing noise without introducing speech distortion.
II. CONVENTIONAL METHOD [6]
The quantile noise estimation method considered here is based on a one-pass algorithm. This method does not require the use of a speech activity detector or signal statistics. The estimation scheme is explained as follows.
First, the observation signal y(k) is framed by length 64ms with a 50% overlap and the framed signal transformed into wavelet domain using perceptual wavelet packet decomposition (PWPD) scheme [7] as follows.
where y r i (n) is the PWPD coefficient for the i-th critical band [8] of the observation signal in r-th frame of the decomposition. PWPD is based on an efficient 6-stage tree structure decomposition using 16-tap FIR filters derived from the Daubechies wavelet function, and provides for an exact reconstruction.
For each critical band, wavelet coefficients of the observation signal for the previous M frames {y
where N i is a length of the set of PWPD coefficients in i-th critical band and c r i (u) is the u-th smallest term in {y
After that, the noise component for the i-th critical band of the r-th frame is estimated as where β is an appropriate scaling factor, q is 0 < q < 1 and int(·) rounds to the nearest integer value. After that noise estimation, the threshold for the i-th critical band of the r-th frame λ r i is calculated as follows.
Finally, thresholding and perceptual wavelet packet reconstruction (PWPR) are carried out to obtain the enhanced speech. However, the enhanced speech by the method in [6] includes speech distortion since this method reduces not only noise but the weak speech component. Hence, it is required to represent the wavelet based speech enhancement scheme reducing noise without introducing speech distortion. Figure 1 shows the overall flow of the proposed method. In the proposed method, the decision scheme in [3] is implemented with wavelet based speech enhancement. In the method of [3] , according to the decision between speech dominant and noise one, the enhanced speech of the method in [3] reduces noise and speech distortion. The proposed method also requires no speech activity detector or signal statistics. The proposed scheme is explained as follows.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
First, the observation signal y(k) is framed by length 64ms with a 50% overlap and the framed signal transformed into wavelet domain using PWPD. The absolute value of wavelet coefficients of the observation signal pertaining to each critical band are summed as
For every i, the sequence composed of 
j=r−L . In order to decide between the speech dominant and noise one accurately regardless of SNR, the influence of noise is reduced as follows.
where d is determined for high SNR environment in advance. Next, the subtracted sequence
is classified into two classes by first-order polynomial fitting. properties of the human auditory system in each class. If the (i, r)-region is classified as class 1, the criterion mainly determines as speech dominant. On the other hand, if the (i, r)-region is classified as class 2, the criterion tends to determine as noise dominant. After the decision between speech dominant and noise one, estimation of noise component based on [6] is carried out according to the result of the decision. If the (i, r)-region is determined to be speech dominant, the noise component is estimated σ
where low is set as the value to reduce the noise with little distortion to speech. On the other hand, if the (i, r)-region is decided as noise dominant, the noise component is estimated σ r i = E(i, int(high · N i ))/N i , where high is set as the value to fully reduce the noise. Finally, thresholding and PWPR are carried out to obtain the enhanced speech.
In the proposed method, according to the decision between speech dominant and noise one, speech component is pre- 1 Masking is a process where one sound is rendered inaudible due to the process of another sound. served in speech dominant, and noise is fully reduced in noise dominant. Therefore, it is expected that the enhanced speech of the proposed method reduces noise and speech distortion.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the performance evaluation of the proposed method. In this paper, the method in [6] is defined as conventional method for the comparison with the proposed method. For the simulations in this paper, the parameter values of the proposed method were determined empirically through the preparatory experiment based on the values described in [3] . The parameter d is set as d = 0.5 which is determined by the 200 utterances (8 speakers × 25 sentences) from Continuous Speech Corpus for Research (The Acoustical Society of Japan) in additive white noise with SNR=25dB. The parameters of the conventional method are chosen : β = 1, q = 0.2, M = 15. Four kind of background noises for this evaluation are taken from the Noisex-92 database [9] . They are white noise, pink noise, F16 cockpit noise and babble noise. As a speech signal, the Japanese female voice saying, /yasu mi naku uchi yosete wa saa tto hi-ite iku/, is adopted. Noise is added to the clean speech signal with various SNR. Figure 3 show the spectrograms of (a) clean speech, (b) observation signal degraded by additive pink noise with SNR=10dB, (c) enhanced speech by the conventional method and (d) enhanced speech by the proposed method. From Figs  3(a), (b) and (c), we can see that the conventional method reduces not only noise but the weak speech component. On the other hand, from Figs 3(a), (b) and (d), the proposed method decide reduces noise through the weak speech components is kept since the proposed method decides between the speech dominant and noise one accurately. Figure 4 shows the Itakura-Saito distance measure (IS) [10] , [11] for (a) white noise, (b) pink noise, (c) babble noise and (d) F16 noise. IS is defined by
where N is the segment length and R is the number of segments in the speech signal. S(ω) andŜ(ω) are the clean speech spectrum and the enhanced speech spectrum, respectively. IS also has the property that if the processed spectrum is identical to the original, the resulting IS is zero. The highest 5% of the IS values were discarded to exclude unrealistically high spectral distance values [11] . From Fig.  4 , we find that IS in the proposed method is almost lower than that of the conventional method. The proposed method keeps the IS values regardless of SNR. This is because; the enhanced speech of the proposed method preserves speech component since the proposed method decides between the speech dominant and noise one accurately. From this result, the proposed method is more efficient for reducing speech distortion than the conventional method.
In 
where s(k) andŝ(k) are the clean speech and the enhanced speech, respectively. From Fig. 5 , we find that the proposed method is superior to the conventional method. In addition to segmental SNR and IS which are an objective measure, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test [10] is also carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Ten listeners are chosen randomly for each evaluation on noisy speech data. After listening to the original clean speech and noisy speech, each listener listens 3 times to each processed speech data prepared in a random order. Then, the scores for each speech data are averaged. Table I shows the results of MOS tests. From Table I , we find that the score of proposed method is better than that of conventional method regardless of SNR. This is because; the enhanced speech of the proposed method reduces noise without introducing speech distortion, as shown in Figs 3, 4 and 5 .
From the investigation of IS, segmental SNR and listening tests, we find that the enhanced speech of the proposed method reduces noise without introducing speech distortion since the decision between speech dominant and noise one is carried out accurately regardless of SNR Therefore, the proposed system is effective to reduce background noise.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a quantile based speech/noise-dominant decision for wavelet based speech enhancement. In the proposed decision, the decision between the speech dominant and noise one is carried out using temporal quantiles for previous frames, and the influence of noise is reduced by subtracting the noise component. According to the decision, speech component is preserved in speech dominant, and noise is fully reduced in noise dominant. Therefore, the enhance speech reduces noise and speech distortion. Moreover, the proposed method also requires no speech activity detector or signal statistics. From the investigation of Itakura-Saito distortion measure, segmental SNR and listening tests, we show the proposed method is more effective than conventional method in reducing noise without introducing speech distortion.
